Ocean Trade Line
End to End Logistics Solutions

Our Mission

Honesty, transparency and integrity in all of our
business dealings.

Product and Services










Ocean Freight Solutions
Supply Chain Facilitation
Project Cargo Delivery
Road and Rail Transportation
In-house Customs Broker and Related Formalities
AQIS /DAFF Consultancy
Import and Export Documentation, Permits and Certificates.
E-commerce
Credit Facilities

1A Burrows Rd South, St Peters NSW 2044
T: + 61 2 9191 7530 F: +61 2 8037 4917
E: sales@oceantradeline.com.au W: www.oceantradeline.com.au

OTL Provides Extensive Ocean Freight Solutions

 Whether your shipment is Less than a

container load (LCL)

 A Full Container Load (FCL)

 Multiple shippers or multiple consignees
shipments

OTL commits to a dependable, reliable service to facilitate your operational
needs.
We take pride in supplying accurate information in a timely manner (please refer
to our Service charter)
Our Systems are tailored to your needs; we offer your business a solution!!
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Project Cargo Delivery and Transportation

 OTL understands that freight can come
in many shapes and sizes.

 There are multiple facets to
delivering a project in a timely and cost
effective manner.
 OTL’s End to End Logistics solutions
can combine Sea, Road, Rail, Customs
clearance and distribution to deliver your
project safely and on time.
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Road Transportation
 OTL can accommodate your business with Side Loaders, drop trailers, Tilt trays
etc. Our Sister company AIE Transport operates and extensive feet of trucks.

 Our unique Super Light trailer allows net
weight of 25T on Australian Roads.
Maximize your Payload. Ask us how.

 OTL understands transport waiting times
are critical to any businesses bottom line. We offer
you flexibility around your operational
requirements.
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Customs Clearance, AQIS/ DAFF Consultancy
OTL’s in-house broker Nikro Customs provides you with all the expertise you need to ensure
that your shipment is cleared in good time and hassle free. .
We are committed to offering you an efficient solution to your import or export needs. We
guide your shipment from start to end.







Customs Declarations
GST Advise ( Declarations or exemptions)
AQIS/DAFF consultations
Drawbacks and Refunds consultation
Fumigation and Inspections
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Documentation, Permits and Licenses

OTL Covers all of your export and import paperwork requirements.
We provide extensive expert advice and guidance to help you through the process of bringing
your shipment in or getting your shipment out.
Services include but not limited to :








Pre Receival Advise (PRA)
Export Declaration Numbers (EDN)
Origin Certificates
Export License
Import License
Packing Declarations
Phytosanitary Certificates

E-Commerce
OTL takes pride in providing you update information relating to your parcel, and will continue to
work on facilitating the way you source information about your shipment. For more information
on products and services pls email : sales@oceantradeline.com.au
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Service Charter
OTL takes your business and its operations personally, which is why we offer the following
commitment to our business dealings;

 Acknowledge receipt of your booking or email within 1 hour.
 Provide option and solutions to your inquiry within 24 hours
 Aim to Provide a standard booking confirmation within 3-4 hours (specialized cargo
exempt, some shipping lines may take longer)
 Provide ongoing communication for any changes to your consignment as they become
apparent i.e space/ equipment/ blank sailings etc.
 Send copy of arrival notice as received.
 Provide accurate documentation ready for approval.
 Have EIDO or B/L available for pick up/ printing within 24 hours of final approval.
 Provide customers with accurate invoices as per agreed quotations.
 Listen to your concerns and requirements and resolve all disputes in a timely manner.
 Promote /notify all potential cost savings to your business as soon as they are available
to Ocean Trade Line.
 Ocean Trade Line assures that all dealings between our companies will be private and
confidential. We expect same in return.
 We assure you professionalism, respect to you, your staff and your business.
 OTL commits to honesty, transparency and integrity in all of our business dealings.
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